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Abstract: The SDN/Openflow architecture opens new op-
portunities for effective solutions to address network security
problems; however, it also brings new security challenges
compared to the traditional network architectures. One of
these challenges is that the mechanism of reactive installation
for new flow entries can make the data plane and control plane
easily become a target for resource saturation attacks with
spoofing techniques such as SYN flood. There are a number
of solutions to this problem, e.g., the Connection Migration
(CM) mechanism in Avant-Guard solution. Nevertheless, most
of the solutions increase the load at commodity switches
and/or split benign TCP connections, which can increase
the packet latency and disable some features of the TCP
protocol. This paper presents a solution, referred to as SDN-
based SYN Flood Guard (SSG), which takes advantages of the
OpenFlow’s abilities to match TCP Flags fields and the RST
Cookie technique to authenticate the three-way handshake
process of TCP connections in a separated device from
SDN/Openflow switches. Experiment results reveal that SSG
solves the aforementioned problems and improves the SYN
Flood attack tolerance compared to the existing solutions.

Keywords: OpenFlow, SDN, DDoS attack, saturation attack,
TCP SYN flood, SYN cookie, RST cookie.

I. INTRODUCTION

Recently, Software Defined Networking (SDN) [1] has
attracted interest in academia and industry as a promising
network technology. The philosophy of separating control
plane from data plane allows SDN researchers and opera-
tors to easily add new, creative, powerful network functions
and protocols in order to optimize performance as well as
reduce operational cost.

In an SDN network, the switches only handle the packet
forwarding function based on the configuration by a con-
troller. The network-control policies such as routing calcu-
lation, load balancing, and security rules are implemented
by the controller and configuration information in the
forwarding tables of the switches via a security interface.

OpenFlow [2, 3] is generally regarded as an SDN ref-
erence implementation that defines the structure of for-
warding tables at the SDN switches and the messages
exchanged between the switches and controllers. At an
OpenFlow switch (OFS), network policies are specified
into flow entries arranged in flow tables. In a flow entry
(FE), there are criterion fields which will be matched with
incoming packets for finding the corresponding appropriate
policies. If an incoming packet is not matched with any
existing flow rules, a table-miss event will be issued with
a packet in message sent to the controller to install a new
FE for processing the packet. The FE will be kept in flow
tables of the OFS for a period of time based on idle-
timeout and hard-timeout settings or eviction commands by
application running on controllers. With this mechanism of
creating and maintaining flow rules, a table-miss consumes
a specific amount of resources (includes of CPU, memory
and bandwidth) in both data plane and control plane.

Exploiting this characteristic, attackers can implement
Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS) attacks in order to
flood, saturate OFSes and controllers by making a massive
series of table-miss events and useless FEs. This may be
easily carried out by sending packets with randomly forging
some or all packet-header fields making them hard to match
any existing FEs at a victim switch. If there are enough
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new flows, creating a flood of table-miss events in a short
time, the resource on data plane and/or control plane will
be quickly exhausted.

SYN Flood attacks have been known early in the Internet
development and they remain a common form of DoS
and DDoS attack [4]. Attackers often spoof the source
IP addresses in SYN packets, making it difficult to detect
and mitigate this kind of attacks. In the SDN/OpenFlow
context, by forging randomly source IP addresses to create
flood of table-miss events and useless FEs, SYN floods can
be exploited to attack OFSes (data plane) and controllers
(control plane) [5–7].

Plenty of research has been performed to address the
saturation of the data and control plane. However, most
focus on collecting traffic information in the data plane and
then applying analysis algorithms at the control plane either
to produce packet policies or to enhance security processing
ability in the data plane. One drawback of these techniques
is that they increase in OpenFlow traffic. To address SYN
Flood attacks, in Avant-Guard solution [8], S. Shin et
al. integrate into OFSes the Connection Migration (CM)
mechanism which applies SYN Cookie technique [9] to
prevent Source-IP-spoofed SYN packets from requesting
controller to install FEs.

CM mechanism makes OFS work as an SYN proxy.
Upon receiving an SYN request from an Internet client,
instead of forwarding the packet to the internal server, OFS
handshakes with the client. After ensuring the connection to
the client is successfully based on authenticating the three-
way handshake (3HS) process, the OFS requests controller
for a new FE to set up and maintain a TCP connection to
the real internal server.

Although the CM mechanism prohibits attacked SYN
packets from entering servers and decreases useless flow
rules, it causes some problems [10] including: (1) splitting
benign connections between Internet clients and internal
servers, which consumes more time to process packets,
disables some end-to-end functionalities of TCP protocol,
and also requires the switch to maintain state information
for each TCP connection; (2) an increase the processing
load at the OFS, which makes the switch more vulnerable
to the attack.

In this paper, we make two contributions. In the first
one, we propose an SSG solution as a substitution for
the CM mechanism in Avant-Guard. To protect the OFS
from overloading, the SSG monitors the 3HS process of
TCP connections on a separate security device. The OFS
recognizes and transfers 3HS packets to the security device
based on the ability to match TCP flag fields defined in
OpenFlow 1.5 [3]. Moreover, to overcome the problem
of splitting legitimate TCP connections, the SSG uses the

RST Cookie technique to authenticate and verify the source
IP address in SYN packets instead of SYN Cookie as
in CM. These enhancements help the system solve the
shortcomings of the CM mechanism.

In the second contribution, we build a test-bed and
run a number of experiments to compare our solution
against OpenFlow and the CM mechanism under SYN flood
attack at different speeds. We also make an analysis on
CAIDA dataset [11] to measure the increased traffic at OFS
interfaces when a server operating with a real traffic is
under SYN flood attacks. The analytical and experimen-
tal results show that under SYN flood attacks, the SSG
improves the rate of successful connections, and decreases
the average retrieve time with a lower resource consumption
at both the OFS and the controller. The OpenFlow traffic
between the OFS and the controller is also reduced with a
small increase in the rate of traffic at the OFS interfaces.
These improvements make the system more resistant under
saturation attacks by SYN flooding.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Related
works are introduced in Section II. Section III presents the
principle of the CM mechanism of the Avant-Guard solu-
tion. Section IV describes our proposed network security ar-
chitecture and the operating principles. The analysis of the
proposed solution and experiment results are elaborated in
Section V. Finally, conclusions are presented in Section VI.

II. RELATED WORK

The SDN/OpenFlow architecture has attracted many
research works including security issues [5–7, 12–18].
Some works analyze the SDN architecture and OpenFlow
protocols in terms of security and identification of the
threats of saturation attacks on data plane and control plane
such as the study of Kreutz et al. [19], Kloti et al. [20]
and Shin [16]. Solutions to mitigate this type of saturation
attacks can be divided into three groups.

In the first solution group, processing functionalities are
added to the controller. Traffic characteristics of flows
passed across the system are collected and sent to the
controller. The application running on the controller ana-
lyzes traffic characteristics and network topology to detect
anomalies and through installing FEs into the OFS pro-
duce appropriate policies such as load balancing, dropping
packets to mitigate attacks. The common drawback of
these solutions is that the controller must collect sufficient
information on each new flow on the entire network us-
ing statistical query messages and therefore the network
traffic increases dramatically when an attack occurs. Some
proposed solutions such as ONIX [21], HyperFlow [22],
and ONOS [23] use logically centralized but physically
distributed controllers to increase the responsiveness for
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requests from the OFSs to the controllers. In [24], Anilku-
mar proposed SmartTime, an OpenFlow controller system
that combines an adaptive timeout heuristic to compute
efficient idle timeouts with the proactive eviction of flow
rules, to utilize effectively TCAM space in the OFSs.
The SDN-Guard solution proposed by Lobna et al. [25]
combines dynamically rerouting potential malicious traffic,
adjusting flow timeouts and aggregating flow rules while in
FloodGuard [26], Wang et al. introduced two techniques:
proactive flow rule analyzer and packet migration to reduce
both the number of FEs on the OFSs and communication
between the data and control planes.

The second solution group deals with the problem by en-
hancing the functionality of switches. A typical function of
OpenFlow 1.3 [2] is Rate Limit that restricts the rate pack-
ets processed at the switches. The DEFANE solution [27]
proposed by Minlan et. al. adds topology discovery and FE
distribution that allow the OFSs to easily enforce network
access policies. Cutis et. al. proposed DevoFlow [28] that
allows to detect elephant flows and to create and install a
new FE by copying the same actions without refering to the
controller. In [29], Mekky et al. proposed a solution to limit
the communication between the data plane and the control
plane by allowing packet forwarding based on application
level information. By the same way, in [30], Kotani and
Okabe reduced the data-to-control plane communication by
adding two data structures for low-priority packets, Pending
Rule Table (PRT) and Pending Flow Table (PFT). The
packet are matched with FEs in the flow table and in the
PRT and PFT. Only packets that are not matched with any
FEs in the flow table can create packet in events and be
sent to the controller. However, this defense mechanism
can be avoided by flooding attack packets with header
modifications such as spoofed source IP fields. In such
cases, the PRT and PFT filters will be ineffective and all the
packets will be forwarded to the controller. The common
downside of these solutions is that they require structure
modification and higher capacity at the OFSs for storing ad-
ditional detailed information and processing actions. With
these modifications, OFSs must also have additional packet
processing functionalities. Attackers can exploit this feature
to increase the processing task at the switches.

The third solution group implements the packet handling
rules to eliminate and prevent resource starvation attacks
based on communication protocols. In Avant-Guard [8],
S. Shin uses the SYN Cookie technique [9] to build the
CM mechanism that prevents and minimizes impacts of
SYN Flood attacks. As a result, the switch will censor all
TCP connections and use SYN Cookies to authenticate the
3HS process. The OFS requires the controller to install FEs
only for those connections that complete the 3HS process.

Ambrosin introduced an improvement to the LineSwitch
solution [10] in order to reduce the load of the OFS by
ignoring the authentication of the 3HS process for SYN
packets coming from trusted sources then sending a packet-
processing request to the controller immediately at a given
probability p. LineSwitch also immediately removes the
incoming SYN packets if their source addresses are from
untrusted sources (in the blacklist). Although LineSwitch
reduces the load at the OFS and the connection processing
time between the client and the server, the solution requires
the switch to manage a large number of IP addresses for
both trusted and untrusted source lists, so the search time in
these lists will also increase. When a system is attacked by
an SYN Flood with IP address spoofing, the number of IP
addresses in the untrusted source list increases dramatically.
Solutions in this group only address one type of attack.
Thus far, the proposed solutions have only focused on SYN
Flood attacks. Due to the popularity and influence of this
type of attack [4, 31, 32], we study and propose the SSG
solution based on the idea of Avant-Guard’s CM mecha-
nism. LineSwitch techniques can be fully applied to the
SSG without compromising the performance of the OFS.
To easily compare the performance and improvement, in
Section III, the working mechanism and the shortcomings
of the CM mechanism in Avant-Guard are summarized.

III. INTRODUCTION OF CONNECTION MIGRATION
MECHANISM

The main idea of Avant-Guard is to introduce the CM
mechanism into the OpenFlow architecture to ensure the
legitimacy of an SYN-packet source by monitoring the
3HS process of TCP connections. For the TCP connections
that complete the 3HS process, the OFS sends a packet in
message to the controller to request a new FE. The CM
mechanism is integrated into the OFSs and using the SYN
Cookie technique [9] with four phases as shown in Figure 1.
a) Classification Phase:

When the OFS receives an SYN packet (step 1 in Figure 1),
it directly replies the client an SYN-ACK packet using the
SYN Cookie [9] technique (step 2). Depending on whether
an ACK packet is received from the client (CliACK) (step
3), the SYN Cookie technique checks the 3HS process and
determines whether the SYN packet has a forged Source
IP Address or not.

The SYN Cookie technique [9] was invented by Bern-
stein to combat SYN Flood attacks, where a server can
verify a client SYN request without storing and manag-
ing connection status information in Transmission Control
Blocks (TCB) while waiting for a CliACK packet replied
from the client. When an SYN packet is received, the
server generates a 32-bit cookie value, which is encrypted
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Figure 2. Cookie encryption process in SYN Cookie technique.

by the TCP connection parameters (including the source
and destination IP addresses, source and destination ports,
the initial Sequence Number of the SYN packet) and the
server’s secret parameters. This cookie value is used as
the Sequence Number of the replied SYN-ACK packet
(Figure 2). Upon receiving the acknowledgement packet
CliACK from the client, the server encrypts cookie again
and compares its value to the Acknowledgment Number
in the received CliACK. If these two values match, the
CliACK packet is validated and the 3HS process is assumed
to be successful.

In Avant Guard, the CM applies the SYN Cookie tech-
nique directly into an OFS to authenticate the source IP
address of an SYN packet by directly handshaking with the
client. This allows the system to completely prevent SYN
attack packets that spoof IP addresses from being forwarded
to internal application servers without having to store the
states of TCP connections in the OFS. Only authenticated
SYN packets that complete the 3HS process will be passed
to the Report phase.

b) Report Phase:

If the 3HS process of the SYN packet is completed, the
OFS sends a packet in message to the controller (step 4,

Figure 1) to request to install a new FE that will be in charge
of processing subsequent packets from the authenticated
TCP connection from the client (step 5).

c) Migration Phase:

Upon receiving the controller’s consent, the OFS establishes
a TCP connection to the server (steps 6, 7 and 8 in
Figure 1). Similar to the connection to the client, after
the 3HS process with the server is successfully completed,
the OFS also sends a packet in message to the controller
to request an FE for processing incoming packets of the
connection from the server side (steps 9 and 10).

d) Relay Phase:

When both handshakes with the two sides are successful,
the OFS maintains a communication session for exchanging
packets between the client and the server by two FEs that
have been created during the report phase and the migration
phase.

A prominent advantage of the CM mechanism is that
for only TCP connections that have completed the 3HS
process, the OFS sends packet in messages to the controller
and the corresponding FEs are installed. SYN packets with
forged source IP address will not complete the 3HS, hence
their impact on the switch (data plane) and also on the
controller (control planes) is mitigated. Moreover, the SYN
Flood attack traffic is also prevented going to servers inside.
Further more, applying the SYN Cookie technique helps the
OFS reduce memory usage for TCBs especially when an
SYN Flooding attack occurs.

However, the CM mechanism has three main disadvan-
tages, as described next. First, CM uses the SYN Cookie,
which is a host-based solution against SYN flood attacks
applied directly into a server [33], which is a terminal
entity of TCP connections. This approach is not suitable for
deployment on intermediate devices such as OFSs because
each benign TCP connection will then be split into two
parts: one between the switch and the client while the
other between the switch and the server. To link these two
partial connections, the switch has to spend memory and
computing resources for managing and maintaining state in-
formation as well as exchanging the SEQ Num/ACK Num
value pair in packets for each TCP connection. After
these value fields change, the packet’s checksum must be
calculated and updated from Layer 4 down to Layer 1 [34].
This reduces the system performance, increasing packet
processing latency for benign TCP connections.

Second, the splitting of TCP connections between clients
and servers due to the SYN Cookie also disables some
optional features of the TCP protocol such as Maximum
Segment Size (MSS), Selective ACKs, or TCP Window
Scaling [34], etc during the 3HS process.
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Third, the process of generating SYN-ACK packets,
validating CliACK packets in the SYN-Cookie technique
requires a number of certain computational resources in-
cluding creating a packet, encrypting and generating cook-
ies, calculating checksums, and so on. The CM mechanism
performs the 3HS process by the SYN Cookie in the OFS
for all incoming SYN packets even if the destination port
on the server is closed. This wastes computing resources
on the switch, making the switch vulnerable and easily
become a target of SYN flooding and scan port attacks. In
fact, integrating the additional hardware - CM module into
OFS loses the original nature of an SDN switch that was
designed to function as forwarding plane only. Therefore, it
will be difficult to apply this type of solution to commercial
OFSs that are designed as the original OFS (i.e. working
in the data plane only).

As an enhanced solution of Avant-Guard,
Lineswitch [10] supplements algorithms in order to
reduce the usage of connection proxy at the OFS,
through managing lists of trusted and untrusted source
IP addresses and comparing them with the addresses of
incoming packets. However, Lineswitch still uses the CM
mechanism in a similar manner to Avant-Guard so the
above shortcomings still prevail.

IV. SSG - PROPOSED SOLUTION TO PREVENT
SATURATION ATTACK USING SYN FLOOD ON THE
DATA PLANE AND CONTROL PLANE

1. Research Scope and Methodology

SDN-based SYN Flood Guard (SSG) is proposed to pro-
tect the OFSs (data plane) and controllers (control planes)
of a small to medium size data centers from saturation
attacks using TCP SYN Flood. The internal application
servers are supposed to be trusted, not infected or under
control of malwares. The techniques discussed in this paper
only work for TCP SYN flood, not for other attack types.

With the aim of overcoming the disadvantages of CM
mentioned in Section III, the SSG solution, first, minimizes
resource and memory consumption at the OFSs by moving
the function of monitoring the 3HS process from the
switches in CM to a separated security device that is con-
nected reliably with the controller. This helps SSG increase
attack tolerance, eliminate the risk of becoming a target
for saturation SYN Flood attacks, and make the solution
feasible for all OpenFlow-supported commercial switches.

Second, SSG does not change OpenFlow packet-
processing procedures when the system is free of SYN
Flood attacks, in order not to affect the connection time
or the delay of TCP connections. To do this, SSG must
be equipped with a mechanism to detect the attack for

Servers

Internet

Gateway
gateway port

server ports

SD port

Security 
Device 

(SD)

Controller Security proxy 
(SP)

Openflow 
Switch 
(OFS)

Figure 3. SSG system architecture.

each internal server and change the corresponding packet
handling policies when server’s state changes.

Finally, SSG uses the RST Cookie technique to verify the
source IP address of untrusted SYN packets instead of using
the SYN Cookie in Avant-Guard. This allows direct TCP
connections from the client end to the server end without
being split, and therefore it is easy to discard SYN requests
to closed ports on internal application servers. Not using
the SYN Cookie technique at the intermediate device also
enables optional features in the TCP protocol during the
3HS process.

2. System Architecture and Operation Principle

With the outlined methodology above, Figure 3 shows
the SSG system architecture. Figure 4 describes the detailed
structure of main components of the entities and the inter-
actions between them. It is proposed to implement the SSG
at the edge network of a data center. This architecture is
inherited from our previous work [35] in which the Internet
traffic is passed through a gateway to servers via an OFS.

The OFS takes charge of (i) capturing packets during
the 3HS process of TCP connections and forward them to
a Security Device (SD) for monitoring and (ii) maintaining
FEs for exchanging data of each TCP connection after it
accomplishes the 3HS process. Making use of the ability
to match TCP Flags fields [3] and the packet processing
pipeline, SSG arranges proactive and reactive FEs with
suitable actions into flow tables in the OFS to handle these
tasks. The OFS distinguishes three separate port types:
gateway port to receive and process incoming and outgoing
traffic from the Internet, SD port to connect to SD, and
other normal ports (server ports) to connect to servers of
the data center. This distinction is based on the information
of the in-port matching field specified by the OpenFlow
protocol and allows the system to distinguish the packets
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from clients, servers or SD and to have appropriate packet
processing policies.

The SD is a stand-alone device which analyzes traffic
forwarded from the OFS in order to: (i) detect SYN Flood
attacks, (ii) monitor and authenticate the 3HS process of
TCP connections between the outside clients and the inside
servers, (iii) verify the source IP address of incoming
SYN packets by using the RST Cookie technique when
a server is under an SYN Flood attack, and (iv) request
the controller to modify, install FEs for related packet
processing rules. The SD uses packet processing tools such
as DPDK [36] instead of relying on common network
protocols at general terminals.

The Security Proxy (SP) is an application running on
the controller, which receives the requests from the SD
and interacts with the controller platform to (i) modify
FEs for changing 3HS packet-forwarding policies when the
attack state of a server changes and (ii) set up FEs for
exchanging data between two ends of a TCP connection
which is accomplished the 3HS process.

The SSG operation is based on the following principles.
First, alll TCP connections from external clients must be
controlled to ensure that their original source IP addresses
are real and not spoofed by checking the 3HS process at
the SD. The OFS just installs FEs for subsequent data-
exchange packets of TCP connections of which the 3HS
processes are accomplished.

Second, as an alternative to the CM mechanism, a 3HS
process is carried out from the client end to the server
end without being split. If there is no SYN Flood attack
occurred, 3HS packets are sent to the SD for monitor-

ing. Depending on the number of Half Open Connections
(HOCs), the SD detects the presence of SYN Flood attack
for each server and changes its state to either “under SYN
flood attack” or “attack free”.

Third, when the system is under an SYN Flood attack,
the SD verifies the source IP address of SYN packets before
monitoring the 3HS process by using the RST Cookie
technique. The monitoring process is only applied to the
SYN packets with verified source IP addresses.

Finally, the change of processing rules for the 3HS
packets depends on the state of the servers regarding
to an attack. Whenever the state alters, the SD module
will request the SP to modify the corresponding FEs for
changing rules.

Details on packet processing at the OFS, the SD and
the mechanism of the attack detection are described in the
following subsections.

3. Forwarding TCP Packets at OFS

Using the ability to match packet headers with TCP flags
specified in OpenFlow 1.5 [3], the ability to arrange flow
entries with different priorities in multiple flow tables [2],
in SSG, the OFS is set up and configured to match and
capture the 3HS packets of TCP connections and route them
to the servers or the SD based on the state of the internal
destination server. If the state is “attack free”, the packets
are forwarded directly to the client and the server, and the
copies are sent to the SD for monitoring the 3HS process.
In case the destination server is under an SYN Flood attack,
the SYN packet is sent to the SD for validating its source
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TABLE I
ORGANIZATION OF FLOW TABLES AT THE OFS

Flow Table Function Flow entry type When table miss occurs

FT1 Capture SYN packets from clients, SYN-ACK packets from
servers and SD for directing and monitoring 3HS process,
detecting SYN Flood attacks

Proactive (FEs exist permanently) Direct to the flow table
FT2

FT2 Direct data packets between clients and servers of TCP con-
nections after 3HS completion

Reactive (FE exists until the TCP
connection ends. The lifetime is
based on idle-timeout and hard-
timeout settings)

Direct to the flow table
FT3

FT3 Capture CliACK, RST packets from clients, RST packet from
servers for authenticating 3HS of a Half-Open Connection and
processing the TCP connections

Proactive (FEs exist permanently) Direct to the flow table
FT4

FT4 and subse-
quent FTs

Contain FEs for other applications

TABLE II
CHARACTERISTICS OF FLOW ENTRIES IN FLOW TABLE FT1 AND FT3 TO CAPTURE AND FORWARD 3HS PACKETS

Flow
entry

In Flow
table

Matched with
packet

Packet appears on
port

Actions

FE1x FT1 SYN gateway – If server is attack free: pass to the corresponding server and a copy to SD
– If server is under SYN Flood attack: pass to SD

FE2x FT1 SYN SD – Pass to the corresponding server

FE3x FT1 SYN-ACK server – Pass to the corresponding client through the gateway port
– Create a copy and send to SD

FE4x FT1 SYN-ACK SD – Pass to the client via gateway port

FE5 FT3 RST gateway or server – Pass to SD

FE6x FT3 CliACK gateway – Pass to SD
– If server is attack free: pass to the server

FT1

FE1x

FE3x Server

Controller

SD

1: SYN 2:SYN

3: SYN-ACK
2': SYN

FT3
FE6x

FT2

4': SYN-ACK
Client 4: SYN-ACK

5:CliACK 6: CliACK
6': CliACK

Request to install FEs

Install FEs

7:DATA 7:DATA

...

Monitor
3HS

SP

OFS

Figure 5. The process of capturing and directing packets of a legitimate
TCP connection via FEs in OFS when the destination server is attack free.

IP address. Flow entries at the OFS are organized into
flow tables which operate in the pipeline mechanism. The
functions of the flow tables are shown in Table I. Table II
describes the properties and actions of flow entries that
capture and direct packets of the 3HS process.

Figure 5 is an example of the process of capturing and
directing packets of a legitimate TCP connection via FEs
at the OFS when the destination server is in the state of no
SYN Flood attack.

4. Monitoring Three-way Handshake Process at SD

A normal 3HS process of a benign TCP connection must
meet two requirements: (i) the client acknowledges the
server by a CliACK packet upon receiving an SYN-ACK
packet, and (ii) the Acknowledgement Number (ACK Num)
of the CliACK packet must be equal to the consecutive
value of the Sequence Number (SEQ Num) provided in the
SYN-ACK packet. Monitoring the 3HS process is in order
to identify and discard the SYN packets of which the source
IP address is spoofed. The process of monitoring 3HS in
SD is described in the flowchart of Figure 6. If there is no
SYN Flood attack on the server, the monitoring process is
applied to all incoming SYN packets. When the server is
under a SYN Flood attack, the 3HS process of SYN packets
from only trusted IP addresses are monitored. The trusted
IP addressed are managed in a list named Trusted IPs and
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Figure 6. The flowchart of processing an incoming SYN packet in SD.

kept in the list for a period TIP-timeout. SYN packets with
the source address not in Trusted IPs will be checked the
source-address legitimacy by the RST cookie technique (the
legitimacy check up will be described in subsection IV-E).
If the source IP address is validated, it is added to the
Trusted IPs and the 3HS of the SYN request packet in the
second time from the source will be monitored.

To limit port scanning attacks on the system, the SD
also maintains a list Closed Ports containing ports that have
been recently closed in the servers. After receiving an SYN
packet from a client, if the server returns a corresponding
passive RST packet, the system understands that the port is
currently closed. At this point, the port number is updated
to the list and maintained for a period Tport-timeout. The
SD discards the SYN packets that request to connect to
destination ports on the server in the Closed Ports list.

TCP connections are monitored for the 3HS process
as described by the flowchart of Figure 7. To manage
and monitor the 3HS, the SD maintains a list named
HOCs containing half-open TCP connections. Each item in
HOCs corresponds to a TCP connection and contains the
information as shown in Figure 8. When the 3HS of a TCP
connection is completed or the lifetime exceeds THOC-timeout,
the corresponding item will be deleted.

Delete the entry in HOCs

Receive SYN packet

Receiving
CliACK from Client

before timeout?

Receive
SYN-ACK from Server

before timeout?

ACK_Num =
SEQ_Num + 1?

Receiving
RST from Server

ontime?

NO

YES

NO

Create new entry in HOCs

Wait for Server's response

Wait for Client's response

Update SEQ_Num,
timeout of the entry

3HS is completed

YES

YES

YES

Add Destination port into

Delete the entry in HOCs

3HS is not completed

NO

NO

End

in HOCs

Closed_Ports list

Figure 7. The flowchart of monitoring 3HS in SD.

Source
IP

address

Source
port

SEQ_num
(of SYN-ACK

packet)

Figure 8. Structure of an item in HOCs list.

5. Verifying Legitimacy of SYN Packet Source
IP Address

Verifying the source IP address of an SYN packet is the
process to check if the address provided in the Source IP
Address field is the real source which generates the packet.
The RST Cookie technique is based on the principle of TCP
reliable exchange between two entities (client and server)
that each party initializes a 32-bit value for SEQ Num and
send to the other. A receiving packet from the opposite side
is verified by the value of ACK Num, which must be equal
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SD

SYN

SEQ_Num = ISN1

SYN-ACK

SEQ_Num = Cookie
ACK_Num = Cookie # (ISN1 + 1)

RST

SEQ_Num = ISN1 + 1
ACK_Num = Cookie + 1

SYN

SEQ_Num = ISN2

Send 
request
again

Calculate cookie from 
TCP parameters and 
SD's secret parameters

Validate client's IP 
source address by 
calculating cookie and 
comparing cookie with 
received ACK_Num

Validate 3HS
process

Figure 9. Sequence diagram of verifying the source IP address of an SYN
packet using the RST cookie.

to the consecutive value of the sent SEQ Num, that is,

ACK Numreceiving = SEQ Numsent + 1. (1)

If this rule is violated, the detecting side understands that
an error has occurred and resets the connection. If this error
is detected by the client, it will send an active RST packet
and resend another SYN request.

Upon receiving an SYN request of which the Source IP
Address is not in the Trusted IPs list, the SD generates
and replies the client with an SYN-ACK packet with
the ACK Num different from the consecutive value of
the received SEQ Num (Figure 9). At the same time, a
cookie value generated by encrypting the TCP connection
information and secret parameters is used as the initiated
SEQ Num for the direction from SD to the client. If the
SYN packet is not spoofed, upon receiving this SYN-
ACK, the client sends an RST with ACK Num equal to
the consecutive value of the cookie. The SD checks the
validity of the RST packet by re-encrypting the cookie
value and comparing with the received ACK Num. If the
values match, the SD understands that the SYN packet is
generated from a real source and not being spoofed. In
the case that SD does not receive a corresponding RST in
time or the received ACK Num is not correlated with the
encrypted cookie, the field Source IP Address of the SYN
packet has been forged for an SYN Flood attack.

6. Monitoring and Detecting SYN Flood Attacks at SD

To minimize the impact on the system performance and
packet latency, SSG has different packet-handling policies
for the cases of SYN Flood attack and attack free. The

SYN traffic
1:

Traffic
Prediction

2:
Attack

Detection

Defense
response

Cumulative
sum

algorithm

Grey
prediction

model

YES

NO

Figure 10. The model of SYN Flood detection used in SFD module.

SYN Flood attack Detection (SFD) module developed in
SD detects the attack and asks the controller to distinguish
these two states by using the corresponding packet handling
policies. For the detection of the attack in SFD, the solution
based on Grey prediction model [37–39] and Cumulative
sum algorithm [40, 41] introduced by Wang et al. [42] is
applied, Figure 10. When the system is under SYN Flood
attack, the number of HOCs (kHOC) increases quickly so
this figure in each monitoring period TSFD is chosen as the
input parameter:

kHOC = kSYN - k3HS-completed, (2)

where kSYN is the number of incoming SYN packets and
k3HS-completed is the number of connections completing the
3HS process of a server in a monitoring period.

Depending on the classification result after each monitor-
ing period TSFD, when the attack-state of a server changes
(from normal to attacked or vice versa), the SFD sends
a message via the SP module to request the controller to
modify corresponding flow entries FE1x, FE2x and FE6x
for changing actions as described in Table II. With these
modifications, subsequence SYN packets are processed by
desired policies which are suitable for the current server
state as described in subsection IV-3.

V. SYSTEM PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

To compare the performance of the SSG with the CM
mechanism of the Avant-Guard solution, we built a test-bed
and implemented different SYN Flood attack scenarios by
varying attack rates and analyzed the measured results. The
test-bed is described in Figure 11.

The OFS is an OpenVswitch [43] version 2.7.90 soft
switch built on a computer with five 1-Gbps ethernet cards,
Intel CoreTMi3-2330M CPU @ 2.2 GHz, 500GB HDD,
2GB RAM.

The SD is a stand-alone PC running Ubuntu 14.04 with
Intel CoreTMi3-2330M @ 2.2 GHz CPU, 500GB HDD,
2GB RAM. To adapt to SD functionalities, packets on the
interface between the SD and the OFS are captured and
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FTP server

gateway port
server ports

SD port

SD

Controller
SP

4x1Gb ethernet
based

Open vSwitch

Benign client Attacker

attack traffic

LAN

Figure 11. Structure of the testbed.

processed not according to the usual TCP protocol but a
module developed by the DPDK tool [36].

The controller is based on the Floodlight scheme [44]
installed on the Ubuntu 14.04 PC with the following
hardware configurations: Intel CoreTMi3-2330M @ 2.2GHz
CPU, 500GB HDD, 2GB RAM.

SYN Flood attack traffic is generated from the
BONESI [45] tool with attack rates varying from 100 pps,
200 pps to 5500 pps. To ensure the homogeneity for
different configurations, the generated attack traffic was
logged using the WireShark [46] tool and regenerated with
the TCPReplay [47] tool. The emulated attack time is 500 s
for each attack rate. Legitimate traffic is generated from a
software running on a computer that continually requests
connections and downloads files of the FTP service on the
server at a rate of 30 connections per second. The traffic
between the benign client and the FTP server is recorded
using the WireShark tool for statistical analysis.

Attack scenarios are performed in the same way for three
schemes: the standard OpenFlow, the CM mechanism of
Avant-Guard, and the SSG solution. Measured results and
analysis are presented in the following subsections.

1. Successful Connection Rate and Retrieval Time
when System is under SYN Flood Attacks

The goal of the SYN Flood TCP attack is to make the
system less capable of serving benign TCP connections, in
other words, to reduce the successful connection rate (SCR)
and increase the retrieval time of benign TCP connections.
SCR is measured by the number of TCP sockets that down-
load a desired file successfully over the total TCP sockets
sent from the benign clients. The average retrieval time
ART is calculated as the average time of the successful TCP
sockets from the time a benign client sends an SYN packet
until it receives the first data packet from the FTP server.
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Figure 12. The SCR (a) and ART (b) of OpenFlow, CM and SSG schemes.

The measured parameters of the three schemes at dif-
ferent attack rates are presented in Figure 12. When the
test-bed is attack free or under attack with low rate (below
200 pps), there is no considerable difference between the
three schemes. In addition, under the increased attack rates,
SCR of the OpenFlow scheme is quickly decreased to
3% at the rate of 1500 pps and the benign clients can
not connect to the internal FTP server during the attack
of 2000 SYN pps. The tolerance of CM mechanism is better
as the SCR is maintained at 97% at a rate of 1500 pps and
diminishes down to under 20% when the rate is 5500 pps.

Moreover, compared to the two other schemes, the con-
nection ability to the server of the SSG solution is superior
as the SCR remains stable at 100% and when the attack rate
increases to 5500 pps, the rate just starts slightly decreasing
to 98%, much higher than the figure of CM mechanism.

Finally, the results also point out that there is a corre-
lation between the decline of SCR and the ART of TCP
connections from benign clients to an internal application
server for all of the three schemes. However, at low attack
rates (from 100 pps to 700 pps), ART in SSG solution is a
bit higher than that in the CM mechanism. The reason is
that in SSG, a client must resend SYN requests when its
IP address is not in the Trusted IPs list.
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The testbed results show that the SSG solution signif-
icantly improves the system’s attack tolerance over the
OpenFlow and CM mechanism in Avant-Guard.

2. Resource Usage on the Switch and SD

Figure 13 presents the average amount of resource con-
sumption in OFS and SD of the three schemes during states
of attack free and under SYN flood attack. The resource
consumption is defined using two parameters: the memory
usage and the CPU utilization of OFS and SD processes
on corresponding systems.

It can be seen that, when there is no attack, the memory
occupancy and the CPU resource utilization of the SSG
solution are approximately the same as the OpenFlow
scheme with the respective values of over 150 MB and
about 8%. Meanwhile, in the CM mechanism of the Avant-
Guard solution, both these figures are higher, with values
near 200 MB and 13%.

When the system is under SYN Flood attack, the resource
consumption in the OFS of the OpenFlow scheme increases
fastest and reaches nearly 1600 MB memory and over 50%
CPU resource at an attack rate of 1500 pps. This is a
demonstration of a saturation attack on the data plane,
which occupies most of the switch’s resource and causes the
decrease in SCR as described in subsection V-A. The CM
mechanism and the SSG solution help the OFS to reduce
the impact of the attack and the resource occupancy rates
just are under 300 MB of memory and about 30% of CPU
at the same attack rate.

In comparison between the CM mechanism and the SSG
solution, it can be seen that the resource usage in OFS of the
SSG solution is always lower than of the CM mechanism.
Especially, in the case of high attack rates (from 2500 pps
to 5500 pps), the CM mechanism needs much more CPU
resource than SSG which is the main reason for the SCR
reduction presented in Section V-1.

The improvement in reducing resource usage, and packet
processing capabilities of OFS in the SSG solution are due
to transferring the function of 3HS monitoring from OFS
to SD. The results in Figure 13 show that the resource
consumption on the SD is not significantly affected by
the increase in attack rate. Compared to the case of no
attack traffic, at the highest attack rate in the testbed (5500
pps), the memory usage increases from 180 MB to 300 MB
over 2 GB total memory and the CPU resource is increased
from 12% to 23%. Choosing the right configuration for OFS
processing capability, this combination helps the system
increase its SYN Flood tolerance.
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Figure 13. The memory occupancy (a) and CPU utilization (b) in OFS
and SD.

3. Increase in Traffic Volume at OFS Interface

Compared to the CM scheme, moving the function of
monitoring the 3HS process to SD increases the processed
traffic at OFS interfaces. Here, the change in traffic at OFS
interface is analyzed in both server states: free and under
TCP SYN Flood.

a) When a server is not under SYN Flood attack:

By comparing the packet exchange between OFS and the
other entities of SSG solution (Figure 5) and the CM
mechanism (Figure 1), it can be seen that OFS in the CM
scheme carries out 10 actions while in the SSG, the switch
takes only 9 steps for the 3HS process of a benign TCP
connection. Of these actions, 4 of CM and 1 of SSG are
OpenFlow messages, the others are 3HS TCP packets. As
defined in TCP protocols [34], 3HS packets usually are
the smallest size TCP packets with the main information
containing flag settings. Meanwhile, OpenFlow messages
are TCP packets containing different information, so their
size is much larger than 3HS packets. Therefore, taking
account of the size of interaction packets, during the state of
no attack, the traffic at the OFS interfaces of SSG solution
is smaller than in the CM scheme.
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Figure 14. The interaction in SSG during 3HS process of a benign
SYN packet with Source IP address: (a) in Trusted IPs and (b) not in
Trusted IPs list
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Figure 15. The interaction for processing an Source-IP spoofed SYN
packet in: (a) CM and (b) SSG schemes.

b) When a server is under SYN Flood attack:

Incoming SYN packets belong to one of three cases: (i) a
benign packet with source IP address in the Trusted IPs
list, (ii) a benign packet with source IP address not in the
Trusted IPs list, and (iii) an attack packet with a spoofed
source IP address. With packet processing mechanism in
the SSG solution, OFS has to handle 9 actions in the 3HS
process of a benign TCP connection for the first case
(Figure 14.a) and 15 steps for the second case (Figure 14.b).
In the CM mechanism, the interactions for 3HS process of
SYN packets in the both cases are implemented in the same
way through 10 steps as described in Figure 1. Concerning
the third case, the number of OFS interaction steps in CM
and in SSG are respectively 2 and 4 (Figure 15).

To evaluate the increase in traffic at OFS interfaces, the
attack traffic is measured and analyzed in combination with
attack-free traffic. For the attack-free traffic, logged pack-
ets from 100 randomly-selected application servers in the
CAIDA 2013 dataset [11] are processed and analyzed. The
statistical characteristics results of the traffic are described

TABLE III
STATISTICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF ATTACK-FREE TRAFFIC

Number of analyzed servers 100 servers

Analysis time 45 minutes

Number of TCP flows 3,947,883 flows

Number of new flows perserver per second 14.62 flows/server/s

Average total throughput from clients to each
server

11,658,649.46
bytes/server

Average data rate from client to each server 5,181.62
bits/s/server

Average data rate in both ways per server 72,404,791.51
bits/s/server

Rate of SYN packets having the same source
IP address with the previous packets (TIP-timeout
= 5 minutes)

44,7 %
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Figure 16. Traffic increase rate of SSG in comparison with the CM
mechanism.

in Table III. The combined traffic is analyzed for four
cases: 1/4, 1/2, 3/4 and all of internal application servers
being attacked by SYN Flood with the source IP spoofing
technique. The analyzed result in Figure 16 shows that
when the system is attacked by SYN Flood, in comparison
with the CM mechanism, OFS traffic increases with a small
rate, just about 1.8% in case half of internal servers being
attacked and over 2.5% when all the servers in the system
are attacked with the rate of 5500 SYN pps each server.

4. Reduction in OpenFlow Traffic and Load on the
Controller

Both the Avant-Guard’s CM mechanism and the SSG
solution operate based on monitoring the 3HS process
of a TCP connection before requesting the controller to
install FEs on the OFS. This not only prevents the resource
consumption in the OFS by useless attack SYN packets
but also protects the controller from being overloaded by
messages of those attack TCP connections and reduces the
OpenFlow traffic between the OFS and the controller.
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Comparing the interaction between the controller and
system entities in CM shown as Figure 1 and in SSG
described as in Figures 5 and 14, it can be seen that
for each TCP connection, SSG needs only one request to
the controller but this figure is two in CM. With such a
difference, the total number of messages exchanged with
the controller to install FEs for legitimate TCP connections
in SSG solution would be a half of the number in CM
mechanism. This enhancement diminishes the load on the
controller and so makes SSG more resistant to SYN Flood
attacks than the Avant-Guard CM mechanism.

VI. CONCLUSION

Inspired by the CM mechanism in Avant-Guard scheme,
the proposed SSG solution moves the SYN proxy, which
monitors TCP 3HS connection processes, inside the OFS to
locate it in a separated device, termed the SD. The ability
to match the TCP Flag fields specified in OpenFlow 1.5 is
applied to filter related packets in the OFS and forward
them to the SD for monitoring the 3HS process. SSG
uses the RST Cookie technique to authenticate Source
IP address instead of SYN Cookie as in CM. Besides,
by integrating SYN-Flood attack detection module, SSG
processes incoming SYN packets depending on the attack
state of the destination application server. Thanks to these
improvements, SSG overcomes the shortcomings of the CM
mechanism and can be used as an alternative solution that
can be applied to all OpenFlow 1.5 supported switches
without any modification. The experiment results show
that during attack-free state, SSG does not affect packet
exchange between the external clients and the internal
application servers. When an internal server is under SYN
Flood attack, SSG consumes less resources than CM with a
negligible total traffic increase at the OFS interfaces. This
shows that SSG is more resistant than CM under saturation
attack by SYN Flooding on the data and control planes.
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